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This project aims to merge the gallery’s two souls, the more “historic” linked 
to the modern, and that devoted to the contemporary scene. 

The decision to show three artists together, from different generations, 
cultural backgrounds and expressive output, demonstrates the spirit of the 
gallery, which observes the artists of yesterday and those of today with the 
same passion and determination.

The expressive, lyrical power of the abstract universe of Hans Hartung 
has influenced generations of artists all over the world, who saw in Lyrical 
Abstraction the starting point for developing their own pictorial language. 

The works on paper of Katrin Fridriks and Yanyan Huang, created in 
the last few months specially for this show, bring Hartung’s legacy together, 
highlighting various aspects of his poetics to render a new, contemporary 
reading of his work. 

Luigi DeLLupi



A subtle exhibition, a whispered dialogue, beginning in the 1960s and moving on to the present 
day. Three artists who make abstraction into their own stylistic code, each with their own language 
of colour, form and composition, which seems to exclude the real. Observing these works grouped 
together, we gradually begin to see similarities, visual associations, iconographic cross-references. 
Within them all, dynamism resides together with balance, movement with harmony.

Hans Hartung is widely considered to be among the most important of twentieth-century abstract 
painters. Lyrical abstraction, of which Hartung is the exemplar, with his pictorial experimentalism 
and his very personal visual language, have been sources of inspiration for countless younger 
artists, who still today explore his contemporary work when they wish to succeed in producing the 
unbelievable vital power of the emotions. 

Successive generations of artists have taken to heart his lesson of the abstract conceived as 
a personal universe, a space for an artist’s free expression. Concerned to “capture interiority, fix 
the dynamism and the tenacity of the forces which create matter, light, spirit”, Hartung transforms 
the picture into a boundless mental space, through a language articulated as taches, scratches 
and signs. Although formally different, both Katrin Fridriks and Yanyan Huang draw on the natural 
element: using the interaction between human and nature as the opportunity to produce brand 
new visual “landscapes”, galaxies of lines, colours and shapes which, like Hartung years before, 
aim to reproduce the forces which create matter, light, spirit. 

Hartung’s oeuvre is accompanied by works on paper, representing an important aspect of 
his research. in the sixties, his medium of choice was baryta paper, a type of photographic card 
whose smooth, shiny surface properties made it ideal for incising and scratching. And beginning 
from Hartung’s papiers, this show moves forward, linking the master’s work with recent works from 
two extraordinary voices in the contemporary scene.

Hartung’s work is characterized by a wonderful lyricism, an art decoupled from labels and 
movement, but filtered through his personal experience, through contact with the reality around 
him, as his autobiography states: “i want to remain free in my spirit, thought and actions. To not 
allow myself to be confined by myself or others”. 

What impressed me the 
most is the similarity in 

degree between the large 
and the small: the cosmos 
and our galaxy, the galaxy 

and the earth, the earth and 
man, man and atom. And it 
is ultimately our inability to 

understand the infinitude of 
space and time...  

Hans Hartung 



The same sensitivity is perceived in Tempo (Exile), conceived by Yanyan Huang during the months 
of isolation in lockdown. Their small format makes these works extremely intimate, with their 
delicate colours, harmonic combinations of suspended shapes, sinuous, dancing lines, finely-
drawn spirals. There is an intense relationship with the artist’s state of mind, fleeting impressions of 
personal memories, calligraphic characters which appear and vanish. The atmospheric and cosmic 
tensions which Hartung sought to fix on the canvas become in Huang harmonious compositions 
of fluid, vital fragments immersed in an atmosphere of suspension, of waiting. 

Hartung’s poetics are demonstrated by his constant desire to renew the pictorial medium 
using a variety of methods, with expressive and often very diverse results. From sharp strokes of 
colour with the brush, to use of the spray gun, from grattage to the print roller: “To scribble, to 
scratch, to act on the canvas, to paint at last, seem to me such immediate, spontaneous and simple 
human activities” writes Hartung. From the sixties, he abandons the traditional painter’s tools to 
experiment with new techniques: his atelier is full of graters, scrapers, rollers, wire brushes, as well 
as natural tools such as branches of the olive trees which grow in his garden.  

This aspect has had a profound impact on later art, as it gradually opens up to an ever-wider 
range of artistic “tools”. Looking at the work of Katrin Fridriks, technical experimentation is at 
the base of her poetics. The expressive quality of her creations is founded on her characteristically 
performative method. Leaving the canvas on the ground, using a now well-founded technique of 
rapid and decisive movements, Fridriks tosses, pours or drips onto the medium, drop by drop, a 
mixture of acrylics she conceives as a means to generate unexpected explosions of colours and 
shapes.  The speed of working, fundamental to Hartung’s grattage technique as well – since it 
is necessary to intervene “to lift” the layer of colour while it is still fresh – becomes in Fridriks a 
creative process, a spontaneity (un)controlled by its powerful energy. 

Control and randomness exist side by side in the new Bells are Ringing series, completed 
by Fridriks for this show. Her study of and passion for calligraphy is a characteristic feature of all 
the works of this icelandic artist, which she shares with the work of Huang, full of references to 
the personal story – Chinese calligraphy, music and classical culture – as well as to mythology, the 
fascination with old tales, with the concept of identity. 
  

iLAriA pOrOTTO



Hans Hartung 
Hans Hartung was born in 1904 in Leipzig, germany. He shows passion 
for the arts, and especially for drawing, already as a child. Following this 
talent he studies art history and philosophy at the university of Leipzig 
and at the Academy of Dresden and later in Monaco with Max Doerner.
Noteworthy for his training is also the study and the exercise on the 
works of great old masters such as rembrandt, admired at the Dresden 
museum. in parallel, between 1921 and 1922, he is fascinated by german 
expressionists, especially Nolde and Kokoschka, while a few years later 
comes close to Fauvism and Cubism. For the first time in 1922 he begins 
to elaborate abstract drawings and watercolours. With Hartung’s ouevre, 
Lyrical Abstraction takes place: the negation of the form is combined with 
the primary role to the expressive gesture that dominates the creative 
process. The composition is guided by the instinctive gesture from which 
emerge colour stains, violent brushstrokes, which produce “feathers”, 
spirals, arabesques. Frm the 1960s, he experiments the grattage 
technique, scratiching the fresh paint. 
Back in germany, because of the rise of Hitler’s regime, he is forced to 
flee and, with the outbreak of World War ii, he enlists in the Foreign 
Legion. He comes back seriously injured. Later he returns to France: 
resides permanently in Antibes and resumes painting. 
Between 1955 and 1964 he participates several times at Documenta, 
Kassel. Hartung receives the guggenheim international prize in 1956 
and the grand prize for painting at the Venice Biennale in 1960.
in 1977, the Centre pompidou organizes an exhibition dedicated 
to his etchings and lithographs, later travelled to several venues in 

France in the following four 
years. in 1981 the Städtische 
Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, the 
Staatsgalerie Moderner Kunst 
in Monaco and the Henie-
Onstad Foundation in Oslo 
present a large retrospective 
of his work. in paris, in 1985 
the gran palais organised an 
important survey of the artist, 
and more recently the Musée 
d’Art Modern in 2016. 

(Leipzig, 1904 – Antibes, 1989)
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Hans Hartung, T1963-K28, 1963
Vinyl on canvas, 31,8 x 23,6 inches
(81 x 60 cm)



Hans Hartung, P1967-41, 1967
ink, acrylic and pastel on baryta cardboard, applied 
on canvas, 19 7/10 x 28 7/10 inches (50 x 73 cm)

Hans Hartung, P1967-70, 1967
ink, acrylic and pastel on baryta cardboard, applied 
on canvas, 19 7/10 x 28 7/10 inches (50 x 73 cm)

Hans Hartung 
…all that is germination, growth, vital elan, living force, resistance, 
pain or joy can find its particular incarnation, its mark in a line that 
is amenable or flexible, crooked or proud, stiff or powerful, in a stain 
of colour that is shrill, joyous or grim. 
Hans Hartung 



Hans Hartung, P1967-6, 1967
ink, acrylic and pastel on baryta cardboard, applied 
on canvas, 19 7/10 x 28 7/10 inches (50 x 73 cm)
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To scribble, to scratch, to act on the 
canvas, to paint at last, seem to me 
such immediate, spontaneous and 

simple human activities as are song, 
dance or the games of an animal thar 

runs, paws the ground and snorts. 
Hans Hartung 

Hans Hartung, P1963-3, 1963
pastels on baryta cardboard, 28 7/10 x 19 7/10 inches 
(73 x 60 cm)





Katrin Fridriks
Born in 1974, reykjavik (iceland), Katrin Fridriks is an abstract painter, who explores 
speed, gravity and the interactions of human beings with the forces of nature. 
Fridriks’ artistic work focuses on the exploration of natural phenomena and the 
limits of human dexterity. experimenting with both techniques and the strength 
and agility of her own body, Fridriks continuously pushes the limits of painterly 
expression. She has developed a set of different techniques in connection with 
her explorations many of which she now combines to create works of art that 
are truly unique.
Her notoriety is mainly based on her paintings and painterly installations, one 
of which is installed at the Olympic stadium in Nîmes, but land art has also 
been an important element of her work. The presentation of her painterly 
creations often takes the form of site-specific installation that exceed the limits 
of painting traditionally conceived. As they are based on the exploration of 
fundamental experiences, Fridriks works are immediately captivating. Having 
different layers that unfold over time, each new contemplation is rewarding and 
gives way to discoveries.
Showcased at the Venice Biennal, Kjarval Museum & the icelandic Art Center in 
reykjavik, Jack Barclay Bentley while Frieze, the Museum Arts Center in Seoul, 
ArT13 in London as well as the Liverpool Biennale, her works are in many public 
and private collections. 
Fridriks has received commissions from Westlotto, Bentley, pOW, Michael goss 
Foundation, ralph Lauren Foundation, Bacardi Martini, Land rover as well as 
the French Ministry for Youth & Sports.

Katrin Fridriks, Nobel & Sacred Cosmic Alliance, 2020 
Acrylic on canvas,  65 x 39 2/5 x 2 inches (100 x 165 x 5 cm)

(reykjavik, 1974 - )



Katrin Fridriks, Bells are Ringing 3, 2020 
Acrylic on paper, 27 3/5 x 27 3/5  inches (70 x 70 cm)

Katrin Fridriks, Bells are Ringing 6, 2020 
Acrylic on paper, 27 3/5 x 27 3/5  inches (70 x 70 cm)

Katrin Fridriks





My creativity builds 
on Nature’s endless 
ability to surprise, 
from Mother earth to 
interstellar Space, the 
forces of Nature you 
find in every part of the 
galaxies. Most of my 
aesthetic originates from 
viewing our planet’s 
wonders and extreme 
phenomena driven 
by the same energy, 
impulsed by speed & 
gravity; they are the 
core of my work, both 
technically and mentally.
Katrin Fridriks

Katrin Fridriks, Bells are Ringing 8, 2020 
Acrylic on paper, 27 3/5 x 27 3/5  inches (70 x 70 cm)



Katrin Fridriks, Bells are Ringing 9, 2020 
Acrylic on paper, 27 3/5 x 27 3/5  inches (70 x 70 cm)

Katrin Fridriks, Bells are Ringing 11, 2020 
Acrylic on paper, 27 3/5 x 27 3/5  inches (70 x 70 cm)

Katrin Fridriks





Yanyan Huang
Yanyan Huang’s time-based practice draws upon nature and personal 
memories, giving impressions of atmospheric moods while yielding 
a distinctive vocabulary of airy, colorful washes and nimble, aporetic 
line. The overarching flow and movement, akin to voluptuous balletic 
performance, conjure compositions that personify tenets of baroque 
tradition, ancient mythological narratives, and allusions to Chinese 
landscape and calligraphy.
Born 1988 in Sichuan, China, Yanyan Huang is based between New York, 
Los Angeles, and Beijing. Deriving influence from a range of Classical 
and ancient cultures, her work maps out an elaborate mythology of 
geographies, identities, and interdependent relationships within her 
own autobiography as well as the natural world.
recent shows include “黃彥彥/YANYAN HuANg” at Bank (Shanghai), 
“el Baile” at Jelato Love (palma de Mallorca), “Final del Juego” at 
Hongkun Museum of Fine Arts (Beijing), “Cloud Tempo” at Salt 
projects (Beijing), “Nebbia del Tempo” at ibid (Los Angeles and 
London), “giardino del Tempo” at Tomorrow gallery (New York), “ex 
Silentio” at CurA (rome). in 2019, she has conceived a successful solo 
presentation at Frieze New York. recent group shows include “Hidden 
Words” at gallery Vacancy (Shanghai), “After effect: Vapegoat rising” 
at Ballroom Marfa (Marfa), “Windoes” at The Composing room 
(Berlin), and “LA Dreams ii” at CF Hill (Stockholm).
Huang’s works can be found in the collections of the Hearst family, 
east West Bank, Zhang enli, the Hort family, Kylie Ying, Soho House, 
and many others. She has been nominated for Forbes’ 30 under 30 and 
recently collaborated with edition Hotels.

(Sichuan, 1988 –)

Yanyan Huang, 
Silenzio del Tempo XV, 
Acrylic on canvas, 
47 1/5 × 47 1/5 inches
(120 x 120 cm)





Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 21, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 
9 x 12 inches (22.9 x 30.5 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 18, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 
9 x 12 inches (22.9 x 30.5 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 22, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 

9 x 12 inches (22.9 x 30.5 cm)



Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 23, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 9 x 12 inches (22.9 x 30.5 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 27, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 9 x 12 inches (22.9 x 30.5 cm)



Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 1, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 6, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 5, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 17, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 
12 x 9 inches (30.5 x 22.9 cm) 

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 25, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 
12 x 9 inches (30.5 x 22.9 cm) 

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 24, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 
12 x 9 inches (30.5 x 22.9 cm) 

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 26, 2020
gouache, ink, acrylic and pastel on paper, 
12 x 9 inches (30.5 x 22.9 cm) 

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 7, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)
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Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 10, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 11, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 14, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 13, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)

Yanyan Huang, Tempo (Exile) 15, 2020
gouache, ink and acrylic on paper, 
11 7/10 x 8 3/10 inches (29.7 x 21 cm)
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